
■ Regarding our Consideration for Nearby Residents during Construction Work 

 

(1) Measures to ensure sunlight for the surrounding residents: 

Considering the living environment of the nearby residents and their access to sunlight, 

the building is designed with a modest five-story height and is strategically located on 

the southern side of the site to minimize shading effects on the surrounding areas. 

 

(2) Measures for the protection of surrounding residents’ privacy and for noise reduction 

due to construction: 

In consideration of the building of the communal housing adjacent to the south side of 

the building we’re planning to construct, the south side of the building is designed with 

a minimized number of windows to avoid concerns about mutual visibility. Additionally, 

as a measure against noise from the equipment on the rooftop, soundproof fences are set 

to be installed. 

 

(3) Environmental construction methods and safety measures are as follows: 

We will strictly implement safety measures to prevent accidents during construction. 

Traffic control personnel are stationed at the entrance of the construction vehicle, making 

every effort to ensure the safety of pedestrians and passing vehicles. In addition, sheets 

are installed to deal with the noise and dust caused by the construction. Details of the 

construction plan, such as the construction period, operation hours, and construction 

vehicle routes, will be explained again before the construction starts. 

 

(4) Regarding responses to TV interference caused by the construction: 

If the construction leads to poor TV reception, we will consider installing antennas 

following consultation with anyone involved. 

 

(5) Regarding measures for the impact on surrounding buildings due to construction: 

Before the commencement of construction, in fiscal year 2023, we conducted a pre-

construction survey of 2 communal housings (Mansion Toda-bashi and Sky Mansion), 

which are adjacent to the site of Toda City Fire Station Eastern Substation. After the 

completion of construction, another inspection will be carried out. Should issues such as 

cracks be discovered in those surrounding buildings as a result of the construction, we 

will undertake repairs or other necessary measures following consultation. 

 

(6) With regard to the activation of the siren and the starting position of the flashing red 

light when associated vehicles are dispatched: 

We strive to minimize the impact of the siren and flashing red light when associated 

vehicles are sent out, taking into account the impact on nearby residents. The starting 

position of the siren and flashing red light will be displayed on the road surface to inform 

you. 


